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INFECTIONS

1. "I am a 61 year old man and I've had a Candida yeast infection for quite a few years. I lost a lot of weight
from it. I normally weigh 175 pounds and I was down to 155 pounds. After getting transfer factors, I
immediately started taking it. Within three days, I had a tremendous appetite. The next day, I was on top of
the world. I gained those 15 pounds back within three weeks after starting on transfer factors." Denton B.

2. "Since my son, Elijah, was born he has suffered from severe ear infections. He was constantly put on
antibiotics and had tubes put in his ears. He is now four years old. He has been on transfer factors. He has not
experienced an infection." January Jackson

3. "Last Wednesday I started to get another ear infection in my left ear. I get these stupid things about 4 or 5
times a year and they usually send me to the nearest clinic or emergency room about midnight. It seems to
always happen at night and/or on a weekend. By 11P.M. the pain was going down my neck. Not good. When
that happens I know I?m really ?in for it? and am headed to the clinic - fast. It usually takes 2 to 3 days for
the antibiotics they give me to get rid of it when it gets to this stage. I decided to ?test? my new enhanced
transfer factors with me as the guinea pig. I took 4 about 11Pm, got up at 3AM and took 4 more, got up at
7AM and took 4 more, got up at 10:30AM and took 4 more. Now that?s probably way too much but I was
hurting and didn?t want to mess around. The pain began to subside, instead of increasing, by the time I got
up at 7AM. It was much better by around 2PM Thursday afternoon." Jim Clary

4. "I was sick for many years, and I know herbs helped me to get back to life. However, my immune system
was still down, and I had a severe infection in my gums that I could never get rid of. I heard two people
talking about transfer factors. It interested me, but I didn't think any more about it until one of them called
and we were talking about it. Then another called me, and that's when I really got interested. I listened to the
800-number, then I called her back and said I wanted to get transfer factors for myself. When my product
came in I took five that afternoon, then I took two more that night before I went to bed. Well, the next day I
took five and two, but I had already begun to feel better. The third day my gum infection was gone." Carmen
Prevatte

5. "The first time I took enhanced transfer factors, I had a badly infected tooth or gum. My jaw was swollen
with inflammation, and the pain was severe. I took six (2 three times) the first day, and the next day I was
ecstatic at the improvement. Finding myself with no symptoms after just two days on the product, I was
spared a dreaded visit to the dentist. What a thrill to have something so wonderfully effective! Quite amazing
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actually. Judging by all the other dramatic testimonials I?ve read, this has to be the most eloquent natural
product out there!" Dusty Dalton

6. "I listened to the information a friend gave me about transfer factors because my seven year-old daughter
has had numerous sinus and ear infections during her life usually using an antibiotic at least 4-5 times a year.
The last time she was sick prior to starting the transfer factors it took two antibiotics to actually clear up her
infection. I decided to buy a bottle and just keep it on hand, but hadn't given it to her yet. About 3-4 days
after I got the bottle she woke up from a nap with a high fever, 103°, and her ear was hurting. I had drops for
her ear for the pain so I did put those in, and I gave her five of the transfer factors mixed in with a little grape
juice since she doesn't swallow capsules well. She went back to sleep and about four hours later she woke up,
and I repeated it giving her five more in some juice. She slept some more heading into the night. By morning
when she woke up her fever was gone and she was feeling fine. She actually went to her little summer camp
program that afternoon." JoLynn Carr

7. "I was not breast-fed, so I didn't receive a lot of the transfer factors that I needed. Consequently, I've gone
through a lifetime of colds, ear infections, sore throats, and sinusitis. I've been treated with antibiotics my
entire life. About two months ago, I came down with sinusitis and the doctor put me on antibiotics. But they
weren't working, so they gave me cortisone steroid shots. My sister sent me some transfer factors. For the
first time in my life, I was able to recover from sinusitis without antibiotics. I'm sold and I am very thankful."
Jill A.

8. "I have a small health food store and transfer factors have been the greatest product that I have come
across in ten years. I've never had anything that's given me the constant feedback that transfer factors have
for allergies, asthma, chronic sinus infections, colds and flues--just on and on. I'm just so grateful to have
come upon this and I thank my up line." Diana H.

9. "I had a type of staph infection on my arms that would itch so bad I?d end up with bleeding sores, but after
3 weeks on transfer factors, the sores are finally gone." Bob B.

10. "I contracted a staph after a minor operation in a hospital many years ago. After a couple of years with
very unsightly sores over most of my body, I was introduced to enhanced transfer factors. It took
approximately 6 months for the enhanced transfer factors to take hold and fend off this condition. Enhanced
transfer factors are really a great support agent for this condition." Craig Dredge - Sydney

11. "As you know, I have only started with the company products about four weeks ago. I started the
products with really no hope or expectations whatsoever. My results have been absolutely amazing. My
symptoms are basically three fold. The first being Parkinson's disease. The second being degenerative disc
disease in my back and third chronic sinus with sinus infection and that type of thing. In three days I noticed
a difference in my overall health. I could tell something was working. I wasn't having to use over the counter
decongestants and that type of thing. Much to my surprise within a week or so, I noticed a tremendous
difference in my Parkinson's symptoms, which I never had any expectations for whatsoever. Again, this
includes symptoms like pain, sleeplessness, and obviously with mine I had tremors. I could go on and on, but
I have now in a four week period come to a point where I could honestly say am at a 95 percent ratio. I think
these results are phenomenal given the time frame. I'm sleeping at night. I have very little cramping
whatsoever. The tremors are almost nonexistent at this point, which I think is fascinating. I have quit seeing
the neurologist that I was going to, and a week or so ago I stopped taking the medication prescribed to me.
This has all come to an end and I am only taking the enhanced transfer factors and the Fibro AMJ, Day and
Nighttime. These are the only things I'm on and the results are incredible." Scott M.

12. "For over 30 years I have suffered from chronic sinus infections, ear infections and allergies. The doctors
gave me everything and I have taken every over the counter product, nothing helped. These few months were
so bad that my jaw hurt. About two years ago I developed arthritis in both pinkies and the joints swelled.
There was also fluid coming out of one of the joints causing a permanent blister and it was painful. The
doctors said all they could do was operate and maybe it would help. I said " no thank you, I wasn't going to
have my fingers sliced on a maybe. I like my fingers" Two weeks ago I started on the Transfer Factor,
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Transfer Factor Plus and Transfer Factor Cardio. I was amazed to see that after only such a short time the
pain in my ears is gone, my sinus infections are gone and my are allergies gone. No more waking up
coughing and with severe pain in my head and nose. That's not all, the joints in my fingers are almost back to
normal size, no more pain and the fluid is no longer coming out, in fact it is drying up. I have taken many
other products in the past but I have never seen anything as powerful as these. Thank you Mike and Thank
you 4 life for bringing them to me. Thank GOD my wife is healthy and I have started her on all the products
to keep her that way. The world must know about these products. I believe they will save lives and help so
many suffering people, My mission is to tell everyone. Thank you again!" Ed Bernstein

13. "Recently I broke a tooth and had to get a root canal. My Dentist was out of the office for a week. My
tooth became infected and my jaw swelled up like a golf ball. Initially, I took 3 enhanced transfer factors and
2 more every tow hours. All the swelling went down within a day and 99% of the pain was gone. I also
experienced an increase in my blood sugar to 373. Since starting on enhanced transfer factors it has been
normal for four days." Don Kunsen

14. "A couple of weeks ago I got very, very ill--so ill that I had to go to the hospital. I had a tremendous pain
in my side and I was pretty sure I had a kidney infection. It usually keeps me down for about 20 days. For a
week and a half, I couldn't eat and I threw up and had diarrhea all day long. My husband got in contact with
someone who was a distributor at the company and I decided to quit all my other pills and just take transfer
factors. The next day, I took nine--three in the morning, three in the afternoon, and three at night. The day
after that, I had my first meal. I was grateful that I felt so much better. I really believe it's the transfer factors
that have given me the energy that I need." Isabel A.

15. "I really am thankful for enhanced transfer factors. I have suffered for years with infections of various
kinds. Yeast, bladder, kidney, and sinus infections just kept on popping up. I began taking enhanced transfer
factors 18 months ago. I have been basically infection free now for that long. At first I would get a mild
infection but nothing like I did before." Karen 
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